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The bachelor thesis named „Supernatural level of thinking" comes out mainly
from the qualitative research, which was executed on this theme. So, it deals with the
approach of sepurnature by students who had participated in this research.
This thesis is composed of three main chapters. Of theoretical chapter, of
methodological chapter, finally of practical chapter.
In the theoretical there are explaned concepts generated from the research
explained. These concepts are afterwards used in the practical chapter, so they are
important to be understood by a reader. These are concepts as the magic, the religion
and the supernatural esence.
In the methodological chapter there is a short discourse about a qualitative
research, about a research sample and mainly about methods, which were used for the
research. As the main method I present an interview there, I mention also the other
merhods which were used, method of observation and questionnaire method.
Finally, the practical chapter comes out mainly from interviews, that were
executed with the students. In this part I cite their opinions and experience that they
have with the supernature. These citations are going hand in hand with general analysis
of gained information.
I assume that this thesis could among others help to better awareness of this
question, also because this theme is not so often elaborated from the psychological
sight.
